Do you dream of starting the next big
business? Get expert entrepreneurship training
and support from Oxford Global Ventures

As part of the week-long Global Entrepreneurship Program,
you will have access to all of this, for a one-off fee:
Held among the dreaming spires of Oxford, the OGV entrepreneurship program
covers everything to take your business idea to the next level. This is the first step
to investing in your business’s future and turning your dream into a reality.

What You Get

Typical Cost

Exclusively curated commercially viable intellectual property from
research organizations including federal agencies such as NASA and
universities such as MIT, Yale, Stanford

Typically £500 - £5,000+ per
licence (£5,000)*

Training, advice and workshops from renowned speakers and industry
experts on entrepreneurship and innovation

Typical sessions £200/hr
(£3,900)

Workshops and legal advice on intellectual property protection,
licensing, franchising, finances, equity structure, and immigration**

£3,000 consultation fees

Networking visits to incubation hubs. Exposure and engagement with
Oxford’s innovation cluster

£500

Cultural excursions including dinner in Oxford University colleges,
Blenheim Palace and Bicester Village

£500

Google Cloud for Start-ups and G Suite

Up $20,000 credit - Google
Cloud and $60 p/user - G
Suite (Approx. £14,000)

Pitch competition to industry leaders and investors

£840 entry fee

Support to set up base in the UK and gain an Entrepreneur Visa**

£2,000 for visa support and
set-up advice

TOTAL COST

£29,740

* If IP is chosen, actual licence terms will need to be agreed with the organisation
**Other fees may be incurred (Follow-up consultation, application and visa fees)

At the end of the week, you will have the chance to pitch
your idea to real investors at our PitchFest event for the
chance to secure up to £1M in funding for your business!
Registrations are now open.
To apply, visit: oxfordglobalventures.com/register

